Microsegregation and microstructural evolution in directionally solidified superalloys is calculated using a unit cell approach. The results are compared to experimental micrographs and composition profiles. CMSX-4 and Inconel 706 are used as examples for a single-crystal and a conventional superalloy respectively. Two micromodels are applied to simulate solidification of the two alloys: For CMSX-4 as a typical SX alloy the SX-Model is formulated based on the Scheil approximation. For conventional superalloys as IN706 however carbon as interstitial element leads to considerable solid-state back diffusion. For that reason the more sophisticated Shape-Constrained Phasefield Model (SCPF-Model) is presented, which applies for diffusion in all phases and includes precipitation of secondary phases. In both models thermodynamic databases assessed using the CALPHAD method are coupled using the ThermoCalc software package.
Introduction
Solidification of multicomponent alloys such as Ni-base superalloys under practical conditions is always associated with solute redistribution of the alloying elements. Therefore formation of chemical inhomogenities and the consequent precipitation of interdendritic phases can be observed. Such inhomogeneous microstructures result in poor mechanical properties, even after heat treatment. For that reason it is required to predict segregation and secondary phase precipitation for different process parameters as well as for different alloy compositions.
Extensive work has been done to predict microsegregetion in dendritic microstructures. Frequently one-dimensional plate morphologies are used to describe the growing of secondary dendrite arm?. The half dendritic secondary arm spacing x2/2 is used as length of the unit cell. Some models include coarsening of secondary arms3s4.
In processes like electroslag remelting (ESR) or vacuum arc remelting (VAR) dendritic growth of Ni-base superalloys normally is near to the cellular-dendritic transition region due to the high thermal gradients. No tertiary arms are observed and the dendrites form a more or less regular array. In such cases one-dimensional cylindrical models have been formulated, which use the primary dendritic distance hl as the dimension for the unit cell'*". Recently Ma7 proposed a pseudo-2D model for cellular dendritic solidification of Ni-base superalloys. This approach uses a fourfold shape function for description of the isothermal cross-section perpendicular to the growth direction of the dendrite. Super,tlloys are complex multicomponent systems. Generally the correct thermodynamic description is much more important than sophisticated kinetic modelling to get results, which are comparable to experimental finding?. Multicomponent systems are often described by linearized or interpolated phase diagrams" I", This is a crude approximation, especially because tielines are not specified. Thermodynamic databases instead provide Gibbs energy phase descriptions of the system, which arc based on a large number of experiments and are assessed by the CALPHAD" approach. By total Gibbs energy minimization phase equilibria can be obtained using software packages such as Thermo-Calc".
In the case of superalloys such databases have been developed including up to 13 elements and a large number of phases of practical interest" as well.
The unit cell approach
The two models used here are based on a unit cell approach for directional dendritic solidification which makes use of a fourfold shape function for the approximation of the isothermal cross section of a dendrite, like that shown in Fig. 1 , and was proposed by Ma': The amplitude factor A determines the amount of anisotropy of the shape function. For A=0 a circular shape is observed corresponding to cellular growth, the maximum value is A=l. The unit cell is depicted in Fig. 2 .
The function is chosen according to the description of the surface free energy of fee crystalsrJ. Under the conditions of high thermal gradients and low cooling rate no tertiary arms are observed and the shape function is a good geometric approach. The side length of the unit cell is correlated to the dendritic primary spacing hr and can be estimated from the thermal gradient G and the solidification velocity v using the theory of Hunt?
According to Goldschmidt" the factor K can be considered as a unique constant for superalloys. Alternatively K can be estimated from experiments.
SX-Model: Scheil approximation for SX-allovs
Within the SX-Model back diffusion is neglected as no fast diffusing interstitial elements are present in single crystal alloys and diffusion in the liquid is considered to be complete (Scheil approximation). So the solid fraction fr is only a function of temperature T which itself depends on solidification time t:
T=T,-Gvt (4) In Eq. 4 G denotes the thermal gradient and v the solidification velocity along this gradient.
Within the unit cell model & corresponds to the quotient of the dendrite area and the total area of the unit cell:
At later solidification times growth of the dendrite is hindered by neighboring dendrites. In this case the position of the solidliquid interface may exceed the maximum length given by the primary dendrite arm spacing. Then the size of the shape function must be corrected properly' to get the correct value fort,.
The amplitude factor A can be estimated using an empirical relation proposed by Ma7. The amplitude factor depends on the solidification velocity v and on the critical value ve, at which the solidification front shows fully developed cells: (6) In case of v being equal to vc A equals to zero corresponding to a circular dendritic cross section. At v=vc the planar solidification front shows first instabilities, at a higher value v, the transition from cellular to dendritic growth is observed. ve is taken to lie halfway between v, and v, (Fig. 3 ).
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To model the evolution of the shape function with time, the temporal evolution of the fraction solid& is needed. For SXsuperalloys back diffusion can be neglected and the multicomponent Scheil model is applied. It is implemented using a FOR-TRAN code, that calls subroutines of the TQ-interface provided by the thermodynamic software Thermo-Calc'2. The thermodynamic description for the multicomponent CMSX-4 was developed by Thermotech Ltd. and Rolls-Royce plc. was used". Further details about the model can be taken from elsewhere7.r7.
The Shape-Constrained Phasefield Model
For conventional superalloys the Scheil model is not suitable for prediction of microsegregation and secondary phase precipitation because of fast back diffusion of the interstitial elements. Therefore the more refined numerical Shape-Constrained Phasefield (SCPF-) Model is used.
Implementation of the shaue function on a numerical finite differences grid Although this model like the SX-Model is based on the unit cell approach (Fig. 2) , the growing shape function is treated in a numerical manner. The shape function is projected onto a finite difference grid (Fig. 4) . Like in phasefield methods a diffuse interface is applied to avoid the necessity of front tracking and to allow the application of a single diffusion algorithm in the whole multiphase region. A phasefield parameter $u is defined, which denotes the phase fraction of all phases a. The diffuse interface region is created by application of a hyperbolic tangent function perpendicular to the interface (Fig. 4) . The use of isolating boundary conditions at the border of the unit cell ensures proper treatment of the interactions with neighboring dendrites for a regular dendritic array. For reasons of symmetry only a quarter of the unit cell needs to be calculated. The diffusion algorithm used in the SCPF-Model is based on the Multi-Phasefield diffusion concept" and has been generalized for multicomponent systems. The total flux of component k d&dt in the multiphase region is considered as the sum of the fluxes in the individual phases weighted by their phasefield parameter $,, which corresponds to the local volume fraction of phase a (volume average approach):
The diffusion coefficients D,' in all phases CI are regarded as constant, hut could also easily be implemented as temperaturedependent. The composition of phase a is obtained from the partition coefficients Kba hetweeen phase a and all other phases p and the phasefield parameter +,:
Thcrmoclynamic counlinq
For IN 706 a commercial Ni database from Thermotech Ltd. with 11 elements was used and from there the partition coefficients and the undercooling of the interfaces are calculated.
As in the SX-Model thermodynamic coupling is done using the TQ-interface of the software Thermo-Calc. Partition coefficients must be evaluated for all interface cells to obtain the phase compositions needed for the diffusion algorithm (Eq. 8).
The growth kinetics of the shape function is determined using the averuge solutal undercooling AK,,rUI,i of the interface, calculated from the average composition by Thermo-Calc subroutines. Additionally the curvature contribution ATcUryillUTe is calculated to ohtain the kinetic undercooling of the interface:
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An exponential kinetic equation is used which is built up as a sum two terms for forward and backward motion of the solidification front:
Here v,, and AT,, are numeric parameters which describe the mobility of the interface.
Separately the undercooling of the region of the secondary arm is calculated to obtain the growth velocity in the [OOI] direction of the dendrite:
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K is the kinetic anisotropy factor which raises the mobility of the [OOl] direction, It is assumed to be 1.05 in the calculations below. With the two velocities v and V[~X)II Lo and L(0") in Eq. 1 can he obtained and the amplitude factor A can be calculated for each time step:
By this way A(t) is included as additional variable to allow the system to change from cellular to dendritic growth depending on the growth conditions, the diffusion coefficients and surface energy.
Precinitation of interdendritic phases
Precipitation of secondary phases is an important factor in solidification processes, as they can be detrimental for the mechanical properties or can raise the homogenization time necessary for their removal. In this model secondary phases are included as circular shape functions, i.e. the amplitude factor A is restricted to zero. Nevertheless after complete solidification the precipitates are not necessarily circular because they can be partially overgrown by the primary dendrites. Thus the exact shape of the precipitates cannot be predicted by the model, but the volume fraction and the spatial distribution in the unit cell.
Interactions between solid phases are not included.
Nucleation is assumed to take place at the solid-liquid interface of the primary dendrite. For nucleation a certain undercooling AT,,,, is necessary. The local undercooling is calculated using Thermo-Calc and the thermodynamic database.
Experimental Details 
Experimental and Numerical Results

SX-Model
For the SX-Model the critical velocity ve for the cellular-dendritic transition (Fig. 3 ) must be obtained from additional experimental data with very low solidification velocities. This was done for CMSX-4, where beginning front instabilities were found at v,=O.OOs) mm/min. Fully developed cells were formed at v,=O.O193 mm/min. From these values the amplitude factor A can be estimated to 0.87. The diffusion coefficients of all elements were set to 1.0lOmy m% in the liquid and to 1 .010-'2 m*/s in all solid phases with the exception of carbon in y' and MC carbides. For these phases the diffusivity was chosen to be 1 .OlO-"' m%.
Nucleation was allowed for MC carbides, Laves and TJ phase using a critical undercooling of 5 K for carbides and 2 K for the other phases. Under the applied conditions only carbides and Laves phase occurred in simulation while a micrograph of the interdendritic region shows also some TJ needles at the border of the Laves phase (Fig. 11 ). For simulation a thermodynamic database developed by Thermotech Ltd. and Rolls-Royce plc. has been used. This database has been made available by ABB company, which holds exclusive rights on this data. All elements which are present in CMSX-4 were used in the simulation with exception of Hf.
The comparison between simulation and experimental results is shown in Fig. 7-10 . The large oscillations of the microprobe curves are due to secondary y' particles of about the same size as that of the electron beam used for measurements. The calculated curves match fairly well to the experimental composition profiles for Al. Co, Cr and MO in Fig. 7 and for Ti and Ta in 12 shows the calculated microstructure and composition distribution for C, Cr, Fe, Nb and Ti for a simulation which corresponds to the experimental conditions of the IN706 solidification experiments (dT/dt=-0.5 K/s, hl=200 pm). Due to their different chemical compositions carbides and Laves phase which formed at the end of solidification in the remaining interdendritic melt can easily be distinguished from the primary dendrite. In this simulation MC-carbides show the tendency to form diffuse patterns as they grow at the same velocity as the primary dendrite. This could be a hint for eutectic growth conditions.
In Fig. 13-16 the EDX composition profiles of the IN706 sample (Fig. 6 ) are compared to the calculation in Fig. 12 . Although there is a qualitative agreement remarkable differences can be Cr t seen between measured and calculated profiles. This is primarily caused by the position of precipitates, which heavily influence the composition due to their strong segregation. While the experimental Scan 1 does not cross any precipitate (Fig. 6 ) carbides and Laves phase are formed in this line in simulation. On the contrary Scan 2 shows two precipitation regions.
With EDX no carbides were found at all on the IN706 sample. The assumption for simulation, that carbides form at the r-liquid interface with a nucleation undercooling of 5 K is very arbitrary, but affects strongly the simulation results. (Fig. 6 ) and those calculated using the SCPF-Model.
In the experimental Scan 1 all elements except Cr show an unsteady behavior at about 40 pm which could be due to the formation of precipitates in the lower interdendritic region. Also at the edge of the dendrite the composition gradients generally seem to be overestimated. Such effects can be due to axial diffusion in the interdendritic melt .and are not included in the two-dimensional SCPF-model. Another explanation could be a certain homogenization during the slow cooling process after complete solidification, which has not been taken into account in simulation.
Discussion
The agreement between the results of the SX-Model and the WDX profiles obtained from the CMSX-4 sample is quite good taking into account the oscillations in the WDX signal due to secondary y' particles. This is ensured by using thermodynamic data which are based on a huge number of experiments and by incorporating a reasonable shape function for the dendrite into the model. The model is restricted to systems where multicomponent Scheil conditions hold, and formation of interdendritic precipitates is not included.
For systems like IN706, where precipitates of very different composition compared to the primary dendrite can heavily influence the microsegregation profiles and where interstitial elements exhibit considerable back diffusion the more refined Shape-Constrained Phasefield (SCPF-)Model is more adequate.
Due to the complexity of the system no perfect match of simulation and experiment should be expected. Too many factors like diffusion coefficients and nucleation undercoolings are unknown. Nevertheless a principially good agreement with the experimental data can be seen in Fig. 13-16 keeping in mind the strong effect of the precipitation position which are different in simulation and experiment and the fact that no carbides were found at all in the micrographs. They could have formed in the deeper interdendritic melt and reduced the carbon content in the measured cross section through axial diffusion. Other reasons for the deviations are unknown parameters, which have a strong influence on the results of the simulation. These are physical variables like diffusion coefficients, which are only estimated due to the lack of experimental data, the critical nucleation undercooling of the different phases or the interfacial energies, which determine the curvature undercooling. These parameters in future could partially be obtained by fitting the calculation results to the experiment.
Outlook
For validation of the SCPF-Model further experiments at different conditions and with different alloys will be done. Of special importance with IN706 is the role of carbides which will be studied with carbon-enriched samples. On this basis more reasonable nucleation conditions in simulation should lead to a better agreement between simulation and experiments.
Compared to the Phasefied Model'X~Ly the use of the shape function concept in the SCPF-Model allows a dramatic reduction of the calculation effort. This is mainly due to the online coupling of thermodynamic data to obtain the driving force for the growing dendrite, which is considerably reduced by use of shape functions. But as the shape function approach is compatible to the Phasefield algorithm, the latter could be used just for secondary phases while the primary dendrite is further treated as shape function. With this combination homogenization and secondary precipitation after complete solidification could be included which would greatly enhance the capability of the model for microstructure prediction and alloy design.
